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Peep Inside Dinosaurs
Peep into nests and inside burrows to see the baby animals and where they live in this delightful flap book for young
children. With flaps and holes to peep underneath and through, snippets of information and intriguing and stylish pictures.
A fresh approach to information books for the very young
Follow the dinosaurs as they stomp through the swamp and fly through the sky in this quirky touch-and-feel book. Who's
stomping through the swamp? Who's flying high in the sky? Follow the dinosaurs on a prehistoric trail in this quirky touchand-feel book.
'See Inside the World of Dinosaurs' is an exciting and innovative book which allows children to peep inside the world of
dinosaurs to discover where dinosaurs lived, their many different shapes and sizes and who they shared their world with.
Wander through the delightful pages to discover the pre-historic world buzzing with life in this busy pop-up book.
Illustrations are brought to life in a riot of color and details as you turn each page to see a 3-dimensional scene emerge.
Learn about dinosaurs and see them pop-up and move!
Manners don’t come naturally to everyone! But did you know that elephants are known for their impeccable etiquette?
It’s true! This hilarious guide to good manners offers many fun teaching moments for kids and their parents—it covers all
the basics for the preschool set, from saying “please” and “thank you” to sharing and being kind to others. Filled with
bright, adorable illustrations in Hello!Lucky’s inimitable style, young children will love learning about manners with this
delightful, sturdy board book.
This simple non-fiction book for very young children is filled with facts about space and the universe. Little children can lift
the flaps and peek through the holes in the pages to find out lots about space: this interactive introduction to the subject
is accurate, playful and approachable. Space is a "hot" topic at the moment and is a fascinating subject that can lead little
minds to be more interested about science as a whole.
Sid likes scaring his friends with his mighty roar, but when Sid loses his voice, will his friends wish he hadn’t? Specially
written for children beginning to read alone, with delightful audio narration. "Irresistible for children learning to read. " Child Education Plus
Dinosaur Snap provides a new theme to this much-loved children's card game. Children will learn the names of all the
dinosaurs as they match them up in this easy and fun game. These large, colourful cards make a great gift for young
children.
You can have lots of fun creating scenes with the dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals in this amazing book.
Board book about dinosaurs for very young children with bright pictures and interactive sliders.
For millions of years, dinosaurs roamed the Earth. To see how they lived, peer through the bushes, peek under rocks and
watch as hungry dinosaurs spring into action.
Down in the jungle where nobody goes, you might find a gecko or a snake, who knows? Peep inside the jungle to see
who's making all that noise and find out what they're up to. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
A wonderfully illustrated puzzle book teeming with dinosaurs to spot, count and match. An activity book children will want
to share and scrutinize with friends and family.
The classic fairy tale brought right up to date for a modern audience with beautiful illustrations and fine laser-cut holes
and cutaways which add depth and drama. Young children will love looking at the details in this book - both in the
illustrations and in the peep-throughs and flaps - and sharing and talking about it with a grown-up. Second in a new
series which takes the format of the bestselling 'Peep Inside' non-fiction series and applies it to much-loved fairy tales.
Say hello to all your favorite dinosaurs in this bright and friendly nonfiction novelty title. Little ones will love saying hello to
a whole host of friendly dinosaurs in this delightful lift-the-flap book. Sam Boughton brings dino facts to life with playful
artwork and humorous text. With lots of big flaps to lift and a fantastic double gatefold on the final spread, this book is
sure to please young dinosaur lovers!
Snow White is the kindest and prettiest girl in the kingdom, but her stepmother soon becomes jealous... The much-loved
story is magically brought to life in this gorgeously illustrated book, with delicate cutaways and holes to peep through,
layered to create a magical filigree effect. The classic fairy tale, brought right up to date for a modern audience with
beautiful illustrations and fine laser-cut holes and cutaways which add depth and drama. Young children will love looking
at the detail in this book - both in the illustrations and in the peep-throughs and flaps - and sharing and talking about it
with a grown-up. Other titles in the Peep Inside a Fairy Tale series: Cinderella 9781409599111, Little Red Riding Hood
9781409599128, Beauty and the Beast 9781474920544.
Get ready to discover the largest reptiles to ever walk the earth with The Little Chunky Book of Dinosaurs. Get ready to discover
the largest reptiles to ever walk the earth with The Little Chunky Book of Dinosaurs. This is the perfect gift for the junior
paleontologist in your life. With scientifically accurate illustrations and profiles, kids will learn all about dinosaurs like the T. Rex
and the Triceratops. This compact book is perfect for tucking in backpacks for outdoor safaris. From fun facts to cool fossils, kids
of all ages will be entertained by this little book of big learning.
This brightly illustrated non-fiction book for very young children is packed with dinosaurs to look at and talk about. Little children
can find out about different species of dinosaur, how big they were, what they ate, how they lived and died. Illustrations:Full colour
throughout
A charmingly illustrated dinosaur hunt full of big flaps to lift and fun details to spot. Little children will love lifting the big flaps in this
beautifully illustrated book to reveal the dinosaurs hiding beneath. Diplodocus, Tyrannosaurus rex, Stegosaurus and Triceratops
are among the dinosaurs playing hide-and-seek, with lively speech bubbles and holes to peep through adding to the fun.
Peep under flaps and through holes to explore the snowiest places on Earth in this little wintry book. Peep under the snow to see
polar bear cubs coming out of their den, seals and narwhals in the icy sea, peep behind penguins near the South Pole to meet
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their fluffy chicks, and peep behind the clouds to see the Northern Lights glowing in the sky. Another, very topical addition to add
to the award-winning peep inside series. Sweet first discovery of Arctic/polar animals encourages young children to have a love of
nature and snowy places - vital to the environmental concerns of today. Simple child-friendly text and irresistibly designed flaps
encourage children to actively enagage with the subject, building their learning confidence.
Help instill a love of bees in little children with this little flap book that explores their world. Peep inside flowers, beehives and under
busy bees, to see what they do all day, how honey is made, how baby bees are born, and how a queen bee leads the way to build
a new home. This timely new addition to award winning world-popular peep-inside series about a popular and essential current
topic: BEES! Ingeniously designed holes and flaps to keep little children's curious minds engaged as they find out more. Simply
and sweetly written to appeal to young children with charming illustrations by Simona Dimitri.
Peep under chunky flaps and through holes in the pages to discover hungry sharks, giant whales, deep-sea jellyfish and even a
shy sea dragon. Simple text gives information for young readers, and flaps and peep holes encourage their exploration of the
marvellous underwater world. Illustrations:Full colour throughout
Come on a bug hunt in this little flap book. Peep under leaves and into hives to see where all kinds of bugs live, and find out how
some build their own homes. A new book in the delightful, popular series written by Anna Milbourne introducing young children to
the natural world around them. The simple, clear information about bug homes has been engagingly written especially for young
children. The sturdy flaps and holes to peep through encourage curiosity in the young children. Charming, bright illustrations by
Simona Dimitri brings the bugs' world to life in an approachable way.
Discover the dazzling world of dinosaurs, brought to life in this stylishly illustrated picture book. Colourful images of a world long
past and a quirky approach make a well-trodden topic fresh. From old favourites like Stegosaurus to new discoveries like
Zhenyuanlong, budding palaeontologists will be inspired by these beautifully realised images. Illustrations:Full colour throughout

This simple non-fiction book for very young children is filled with facts about dinosaurs. Little children can lift the flaps and
peep through the holes in the pages to find out where dinosaurs lived, what they ate and what happened to them. Part of
a bestselling series; other titles include Peep Inside Animal Homes, Peep Inside The Zoo, Peep Inside the Farm, Peep
Inside a Castle and Peep Inside the Garden.
Peep under seaweed and waves and into rock pools to discover all the delights of the seashore in this little book. What
does a limpet look like in its shell? What's inside a pelican's bulging beak? What is a sea otter cuddling as it floats on its
back? From bugs in the sand dunes to turtles hatching on a moonlit beach, this book explores seashores from all around
the world. Shaped flaps and die-cut peep holes encourage little children to find information about the seashore for
themselves. The charmingly written simple information is a joy for young children to expand their knowledge of the
natural world and adults might learn a thing or two as well! (Did you know that baby puffins are called pufflings?)
From award-winning author Janeen Brian and award-winning illustrator Ann James, comes this gorgeous rhyming picture
book about a naughty little dinosaur who loves to get dirty. Bright simple illustrations and rounded corners perfect for the
very young. Stomp, splash, slide, dive . . . . This little dinosaur just loves mud!
Mixing dinosaurs, counting and bedtime, children will love this brilliantly fun picture book!
The adorable and indomitable Tiny T. Rex from the critically acclaimed Tiny T. Rex and The Impossible Hug is back in a
tale about friendship and overcoming your fears. Tiny T. Rex and his friend Pointy are having a campout in the backyard!
It is what best friends do. But without their nighty-lights, the dark outside suddenly seems VERY dark . . . and very full of
spooky things. Good thing Tiny has a super-secret plan to keep the dark at bay! Full of warmth and plenty of laughs, this
new adventure starring Tiny T. Rex shows that friends will always find a way to face their fears together—even when
those fears are not what they seem! • A great read-aloud book for parents and children • Hip, colorful art and delightful
text make Tiny T. Rex an instant favorite of any dinosaur-loving toddler. • A perfect book to help toddlers and children
overcome a fear of the dark Fans of silly picture books like Dinosaur vs Bedtime, We Don't Eat Our Classmates, and
Llama Destroys the World will love the sweet spirit and continuing adventures of Tiny T. Rex. Meet Tiny T-Rex! He may
be a small dino in a BIG world, but that won't stop him from making friends, conquering his fears, and stomping his way
into your heart. • Read-aloud books for ages 3–5 • Dinosaur picture books for kids • Friendship books for toddlers
Children can create satisfying results every time with this clear, easy-to-follow, step-by-step drawing book. Young
children will feel a real sense of achievement mastering the simple drawing skills required to render a range of animals,
people and objects. With plenty of space in the book for doing your own drawings.
What's the little spiky dinosaur doing now? Lift the flaps to look for her, and meet all kinds of other dinosaurs too!
What do dinosaurs eat for lunch and what do they see every day? Lift the flaps to blast into a prehistoric adventure and
find out the answer to these questions and more! Enjoy introducing your little ones to the majesty of dinosaurs with this
beautiful board book, packed full of exciting discoveries.
Peep inside a plane to discover how it works. Peep into the cockpit, push the throttle and flap down the wheels as you follow the
plane on a journey around the world. With lots of flaps to peep under and holes to look through, little ones will enjoy discovering
the topic in a hands-on way. There is so much to look at and talk about, from the pilot's controls to the secret bedroom below the
cockpit. The first in an exciting new series peeping inside things that go and how they work.
Peek through the pages of this magical and wonderfully produced book to follow the journey of Sleeping Beauty: the story of a
beautiful and fair princess, a sleeping enchantment and a handsome prince.
Presents facts about dinosaurs, their origin, their diversity, and their final extinction, with Internet links for further information.
"Peek inside the sea to find out all about life in the oceans, from fish to seaweed, and be amazed at the diversity and beauty of the
underwater world. "
Peep Inside is the very young children's lift-the-flap information book series, the younger cousin of the Look Inside series which is,
in turn, the younger relative of the bestselling See Inside series. With flaps and holes to peep underneath and through, life on a
farm is revealed. Snippets of information are combined with intriguing and stylish pictures.
As the autumn season sets in, Fletcher is very worried his beautiful tree has begun to loose all of its leaves. Whatever Fletcher
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attempts to do to save them, it's simply no use. When the final leaf falls, Fletcher feels hopeless... until he returns the next day to a
glorious sight. A tender, uplifting tale about acceptance and hope for the future.'Captivating' Publishers Weekly'Preschoolers will
love being in on the joke, even as they marvel at the bright petals that herald the astonishing beauty of spring' ALA Booklist
From a sprouting acorn to a tree that's hundreds of years old, this beautiful lift-the-flap book gives lots of charming first information
about a tree for young children. Children can find out what trees need to grow, what animals and insects live in a tree, what
happens to a tree through the seasons, and how long an oak tree can live for. A new addition to the popular series. Flaps and
holes present interactive young information for children 3+. Simona Dimitri charming illustrations.
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